Year 3

I spy with my little eye… This week in year three we have continued our
work studying Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl. In
literacy we pretended to be spies breaking into Willy Wonka’s factory to
try and steal his latest, greatest invention! We had to write diary entries
about our missions including details of how we got in, who we met and
what we stole. Some of us had to act out our movements before we
wrote while others had to be specific by including the different times
they entered each part of the factory!
In maths we have spent the week investigating shape. We have
recapped the properties of both 2D and 3D shapes such as corners,
sides, edges, vertices and faces. We used our knowledge of these
properties to identify the odd one out in a group of shapes, to create
mini 3D shapes using play-dough and to make our own Top Trump cards.
During the afternoons we have continued our enterprise project. This
week we focussed on finalising our product by designing the packaging.
We had to make sure we used lots of bright colours and big
lettering so it would stand out in shops and make people want to buy it.
We then spent one afternoon creating our product’s packaging. To do
this we had a budget of £5 and had to buy all our supplies from our
teacher. We had to think carefully about what we wanted to buy to
make sure we didn’t spend too much and that we had all the equipment
we needed to make our products the best they could be!
We can’t wait for our Be A Hero Anti-Bullying week next week. Don’t
forget to start thinking about what hero your child will dress up as on
Friday!

